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One in a Million
The Trevor Francis Story
By Trevor Francis, with Keith Dixon

ONE IN A MILLION

Key features
• The story of a footballer who, since the age of 16, has
avoided the pitfalls of fame and fortune
• Unusually honest and intimate approach
• Features exclusive boardroom revelations involving some of
the biggest personalities in modern football

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
WITH KEITH DIXON

MILLION
ONE IN A

THE AUTOBIOGR APHY WITH KEITH DIXON

• Worldwide appeal to many international markets
• Colour photo section including action images and pictures
from Francis’s personal collection
• Written in collaboration with Keith Dixon, author of three
previous well-received footballing autobiographies
• An extensive publicity campaign will begin with a VIP
press launch followed by launch events across the UK

Description
Compelling, entertaining and refreshingly honest, One in a Million is the autobiography of Trevor Francis, the subject of the first £1
million transfer fee in football history – a record for all time. As a 16-year-old, Francis set a record as the youngest player to score four
goals in a match, an early indication of an exceptional talent. And so his unique career journey would continue to unfold, encountering
a seemingly endless succession of superlatives, larger-than-life characters and astonishing events.Trevor played professionally not only
in England but also in the USA and Scotland, in Italy and Australia. He gained 52 England caps, and won the European Cup on
his debut in the competition. He played his part in the English revolution at Glasgow Rangers and managed QPR, Crystal Palace,
Sheffield Wednesday and Birmingham City.Thrillingly,Trevor takes the reader with him into dressing rooms, into boardrooms and
on to the field of play. He has a true gift for memorable detail, providing a wealth of revelations and remarkable stories.
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